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1 . INTRODUCTION 
String theories have had a var ied and curious history. In 1969, Veneziano 
wrote down a four-part ic le scatter ing amplitude that embodied many of the pro- 
pert ies that physic ists expected a future theory of hadronic interact ions to 
possess (Veneziano, 1969). It did not take long unti l  it was real ized that the 
under ly ing dynamics, from which the Veneziano formula could be derived, was 
that of a re lat iv ist ic  str ing (i.e. an extended object) rather than of a 
point l ike part ic le (Nambu, 1970; Susskind, 1970). A short per iod of intense 
invest igat ion ensued, and, at that time, several review art icles were writ-  
ten I. However, the further development came gradual ly  to a halt with the ad- 
vent of QCD as the (probably) correct theory of strong interact ions(Fr i tzsch,  
Gel l -Mann and Leutwyler ,1973) .Moreover , i t  had become clear in 1972 that str ing 
theories could only be consistent ly  quantized in 26 dimensions and predicted 
the existence of a tachyon (Brower, 1972; Goddard and Thorn, 1972). At the 
I 
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time, this result  was perhaps even more puzzl ing than all the fai led attempts 
to fit the predict ions of str ing theory with hadronic phenomena. 
The existence of a "crit ical dimension" appeared as a rather unexpected pheno- 
menon, and it was certainly not clear why a theory that at least shared some 
qual i tat ive features with hadronic physics should only work in 26 dimensions. 
A l though one could have hoped that some kind of str ing theory can be der ived 
from QCD - after all, mesons can be thought of as pairs of quarks and anti- 
quarks bound together by a gluonic "string" - subsequent attempts in this 
d irect ion have been largely unsuccessful .  It appears now that a "stringy" 
descr ipt ion of hadronic physics wil l  at best be an effective theory rather 
than a fundamental  one. 
When this point of v iew was adopted by the large major i ty of physicists, the 
subject went into a per iod of decline, and only a few hardy people cont inued 
to work on str ing theories. In 1974, Scherk and Schwarz suggested to radical ly 
alter the interpretat ion of str ing theories: after changing the fundamental  
energy scale of the theory from 200 MeV (i.e. hadronic physics) to i0 a9 GeV by 
almost 20 orders of magnitude, str ing theories should be viewed as provid ing a 
fundamental  descr ipt ion of all physics rather than just hadronic physics 
(Scherk and Schwarz, 1974). Their  rat ionale for this proposal was the unavoi-  
dable existence of a massless spin-2 part ic le in the closed string: such a 
part ic le was an embarrassment as long as one was deal ing with strong interac- 
tions, but neat ly f i tted the propert ies of the graviton. However appeal ing as 
it was, this suggest ion did not attract as much attent ion as it would have 
deserved; the tachyon was sti l l  there, and the cr it ical  d imension pers isted 
to be = 26. Also, the model did not contain any fermions. 
At about the same time, supersymmetry (Wess and Zumino, 1974) and supergravity 
(Ferrara, Freedman and van Nieuwenhuizen; Deser and Zumino,1976) were formula- 
ted, and many theorists concentrated on these theories in the hope that they 
might provide a framework for the uni f icat ion of all interactions. Especial ly 
the maximal ly  extended N=8 supergravi ty  theory in four dimensions (Cremmer and 
Julia, 1979; de Wit and Nicolai, 1981) seemed promising. Since supersymmetr ic  
theories tend to be less divergent than nonsupersymmetr ic  ones (Wess and Zumi- 
no, 1974), one of the hopes was that the local N=8 supersymmetry of N=8 super- 
gravity could cure the nonrenormal izable inf init ies of quantum gravity. This 
hope was thwarted when the existence of N=8 supersymmetr ic  counterterms at 
higher orders was demonstrated 2. Moreover, all attempts to relate N=8 super- 
gravity to known physics failed. On the str ing side, it was real ized in 1976 
that a spacet ime supersymmetr ic  str ing in ten dimensions could be manufactured 
out of the two sectors of the spinning str ing (Ramond, 1971; Neveu and 
To be sure, N=8 supergravity is suspected but has not been proven gui lty 
of a divergence at this order (and beyond). 
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Schwarz, 1971) by a suitable truncat ion (Gliozzi, Scherk and Olive, 1977). 
This was the birth of superstr ing theory. 
Superstr ing theories are superior to the old bosonic string in several res- 
pects. The troublesome tachyon is removed from the spectrum by the truncation 
introduced in (Gliozzi, Scherk and Olive, 1976) and the crit ical d imension is 
lowered to D=I0. Moreover, the closed superstr ing theories contain D=I0 super- 
gravity (with or without matter), and one could therefore hope that the disea- 
ses of supergravi ty  theory can be cured by "embedding" them in superstr ings. 
Since superstr ings contain inf in i tely many states, the problem of cancel l ing 
the divergences of quantum supergravity could now be reexamined in a complete- 
ly new setting. 
However, the formulat ion of Gliozzi, Ol ive and Scherk was not suitable to in- 
vest igate these aspects; in particular, the expl icit  form of the supersymmetry 
operators relat ing bosonic and fermionic states was not known. For this rea- 
son, Green and Schwarz (1981) developed a "new formalism" in which the super- 
symmetry was expl ic i t  and which was more appropriate to study the propert ies 
of superstr ings than the "old formalism". Soon after, they were able to show 
that certain superstr ing theories (the "type II theories") were one- loop fini- 
te (Green and Schwarz, 1982). Since, in contrast to point- f ie ld theories, 
str ing theories are probably f inite to all orders if they are one- loop finite, 
these results fuel led hopes that superstr ing theories might provide the frame- 
work for a f inite theory of quantum gravity. 
A dramatic increase of interest in the subject took place in 1984. One of the 
major problems had been to find a unif ied theory that predicted the left-r ight 
asymmetry of present day physics. Such a theory must inevitably contain chiral 
fermions. On the other hand, any theory with chiral fermions is l ikely to be 
plagued by anomalies, that is quantum mechanical  breakdowns of classical con- 
servat ion laws. Only in some special  cases do these anomalies cancel (for 
example, they cancel within a standard generat ion of quarks and leptons), and 
in higher dimensions, it becomes more and more dif f icult  to achieve the requi-  
site cancel lat ions.  
A first step had been taken in 1983 (Alvarez-Gaum~ and Witten) where the 
cancel lat ion of all anomalies was demonstrated for the (chiral) type I IB  the- 
ory, but this theory appeared to have no good phenomenological  prospects. How- 
ever, short ly thereafter, it was shown (Green and Schwarz, 1984) that, for the 
so-cal led type I theories, the requirement of anomaly cancel lat ion in ten di- 
mensions singles out two groups, namely SO(32) and EsxE83. Although a str ing 
theory with SO(32) symmetry existed, no str ing theory with EexE, symmetry was 
known. However, soon after this discovery, a new type of str ing theory was 
discovered - the "heterotic string" which is a hybrid of the old D=26 bosonic 
The cancel lat ion of anomalies for EsxE 8 was actual ly first pointed out 
by Th ierry-Mieg (1984). 
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and the D=10 superstr ing (Gross et al., 1985). With this construction, it be- 
came possible to real ize both SO(32) and EsxEs. Subsequently, the compacti f i -  
cation of the ten-dimenslonal  supergravity coupled to EsxE8 matter was stu- 
died with the result that several generations of chiral fermions could be ob- 
tained (Candelas et al., 1985). It was the first time that a theory formulated 
with the ambit ious aim of unifying all fundamental interactions led to low 
energy "predictions" which were not in immediate confl ict with known physics. 
This fact and the hope that the theory will eventual ly yield unique predic- 
tions for low energy physics have sustained the enthusiasm of many theorists 
ever since. Many physicists regard the heterotic EsxE8 string as the most pro- 
mising candidate for the ult imate unif icat ion of physics. 
In the words of Gross et al. (1984) "Although much work remains to be done 
there seem to be no insuperable obstacles to deriving all of known physics 
from the EsxE8 heterotic string". 
However, even if this optimist ic assessment turns out to be erroneous, there 
are further reasons to bel ieve in the relevance of string theories. These the- 
ories offer much better prospects for curing the ultraviolet divergences of 
quantum gravity than any known point f ield theory. The main reason for this is 
the "explosion of symmetry" that takes place in str ing theories and may be 
traced back to the special propert ies of the conformal group in two dimen- 
sions. This is the group of coordinate transformations that leaves distances 
and angles invariant up to factor (in more physical  terms, conformal transfor- 
mations leave the l ightcone invariant~. In two dimensions, all analytic func- 
tions f(z) have this property because their derivatives f'(z) do not depend on 
the direct ion (in contrast, the conformal transformations form the f initely 
generated L ie-group SO(D,2) in D dimensions for D>2). Analyt ic mappings are 
generated by the operators 
Lm • _z.+, d_  (1.1) 
dz 
which satisfy the commutation relat ions 
[Lm,Ln] = (m-n)Lm+ . (1.2) 
When reinterpreted in the framework of string theories, each of the operators 
L- m (m)l) gives rise to an ordinary gauge invariance in the embedding space- 
time, and this "explains" why a string theory has "inf initely more" symmetry 
than ordinary point f ield theories (at this point, the reader must accept this 
assert ion on faith; it is by no means obvious, how the two-dimensional  symme- 
tries generated by the operators L- m are transmuted into higher dimensional 
symmetries. See, however, section 6). An important result of analytic func- 
tion theory is the Riemann mapping theorem (see any standard textbook on com- 
plex function theory) which states that for any two connected regions G,G' of 
the complex plane there exists an analytic function f(z) that maps one onto 
the other,i.e," f (G)=G'.Translated into str ing theory this means that the phys- 
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sics of str ing theories is independent of the shape of the "world-sheet" since 
this shape may be conformal ly deformed in an arbitrary manner - l ike an infi- 
n itely stretchable rubber surface, as it were. Thus, the physics only depends 
on the topology of the "world-sheet" and not on its metrical  properties. To 
make this somewhat intuit ive descr ipt ion mathematical ly  precise requires a 
great deal of advanced mathematics.  
There is also a more physical way to understand why string theories can help 
with the problem of quantum gravity, and this is by analogy with the theory of 
weak interact ions.When theorists f irst tried to describe the decay of the neu- 
tron they did so by use of a Fermi-type Lagragian where the interact ion takes 
place at a point. It was later found that this theory is not renormalizable, 
i.e. gives rise to i rremoveable inf init ies at higher loop order. Nowadays, we 
know how to cure the problem: at suff ic ient ly high energies (i.e. about 
I00 GeV), the point l ike vertex is dissolved and the weak force is mediated by 
a heavy boson, see Fig.l.. 
P e" P e- 
Fig.l. A famous example of how a vertex can be dissolved. 
The four-point vertex is thus replaced by a three-point vertex at high ener- 
gies and this is essential ly what makes the new theory renormal izable and 
predict ive beyond the tree approximation. 
In str ing theories, it is conjectured that a similar effect takes place. In 
Einstein's theory of gravity, one obtains n-point vertices of arbitrar i ly 
high order when expanding the action V=~ R. These give rise to even more seve- 
re inf init ies than the old Fermi theory of weak interactions: the number of 
inf init ies increases with each order in perturbat ion theory. Contrariwise, in 
str ing theories, these vert ices are dissolved just as in the above example by 
the exchange of the massive str ing excitat ions (with masses quantized in units 
of 10*gGeV). In contrast to Fermi theory one has now inf initely many part ic les 
of arbitrar i ly high mass and "spin" to mediate these forces, in order to cope 
with this infinity, one needs a unifying principle, and this pr inciple is pro- 
vided by str ing theory. 
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However, there is now a much harder  conceptual problem. Dissolv ing the gravi-  
tational vert ices involves in some sense d issolv ing the very not ion of space- 
time itself because the "composite" vert ices of Einstein's theory are themsel- 
ves derived from an action which is based on geometr ical  considerat ions of the 
structure of space-time. In str ing theories, this structure is replaced by so- 
mething more fundamental  but it is unknown what the new pr inciple could be. We 
are stil l accustomed to thinking of strings as moving in a flat spacetime 
background, but it is clear that this picture can only serve as a "crutch" to- 
wards obtain ing a better understanding. In particular, we must eventual ly 
abandon the convent ional  notion of spacetime which should be outcome rather 
than input in a complete formulat ion of str ing theories. 
Here, we will  explain some of the basic features of string theories to the 
non-expert  reader. More emphasis wil l  be placed on points of principle, and 
the choice of presentat ion wil l  ref lect the author's bias as to what might 
survive of str ing theories even if the attempts to relate the current ly most 
popular model to known physics should fail. In any case, it is hoped that this 
art ic le wil l  convey some of the excitement these models have created among 
theorists. The organizat ion of this article is as follows. In section 2, we 
treat the classical  str ing in analogy with the relat iv ist ic  point particle. 
The quant izat ion of (bosonic) str ing theories, the emergence of the crit ical 
d imension and the spectrum wil l  be discussed in section 3. Section 4 is inten- 
ded as an elementary introduct ion to superstr ing theory, whi le section 5 is 
devoted to a more pictor ial  than mathematical  descr ipt ion of str ings in inter- 
action. The last section is meant to be an "appetizer" for those readers who 
want to continue with their study of strings: it contains a short d iscussion 
of some of the topics that are current ly under invest igat ion by those on the 
forefront of research. Finally, we have included a list of some relevant refe- 
rences without aiming at completeness (which would be impossible anyhow); the 
interested reader is invited to have a look at some recent issues of the rele- 
vant journals for an "entr&e" into the most recent l iterature. 
2.THE CLASSICAL THEORY 
The classical  theory of the re lat iv ist ic  str ing can be developed in almost 
complete analogy with the classical  theory of a re lat iv ist ic  point part ic le 
moving through space-time. The world line of such a part ic le is given by a 






Fig.2. The wor ld- l ine of a re lat iv ist ic  point part ic le 
We wil l  leave the dimension of the space-time, in which the mot ion takes pla- 
ce, arbitrary and also assume the embedding space time R 0 to be flat. To des- 
cribe the dynamics of this part ic le and to determine its trajectory we need an 
action, and the simplest choice is simply the "length" 4 of the trajectory. 
Thus, we put 
b 
S = "length" = -mr 4 - -~ d~ (2.1) 
8 
where the parameter  m has the dimension mass =[cm] -I and is needed to render 
the action dimensionless.  A most important feature of (2.1) is its invariance 
under reparametr izat ions T ~ ~'(~): the physics should not depend on how the 
trajectory is parametrized. The posi t iv i ty  of _~2 in the integral is equiva- 
lent to the requirement that the part ic le should not move faster than at the 
speed of l ight. With (2.1), we can calculate the canonical momenta p# which 
are associated with the coordinates x~(T); we get 
p~ = 0 [-m 4--~] = m(-~2) -I/2 ~ (2.2) 
These momenta are not independent but rather obey the constraint 
p2 + m 2 = 0 (2.3) 
as one can stra ight forwardly  ver i fy from (2.2). This is the wel l -known "dis- 
pers ion relat ion" of a re lat iv ist ic  point particle. The fact that the canoni- 
cal momenta are constra ined compl icates the Hami l tonian formal ism somewhat; 
it is a ref lect ion of the invariance of (2.1) under reparametr izat ions s . In 
the quantum theory, (2.3) becomes a constraint on the physical states and af- 
ter the replacement p# --~ ia/ax ~, it is nothing but the Klein Gordon equation. 
This method of der iv ing the Klein Gordon equat ion from the classical  theory of 
a re lat iv ist ic  point -part ic le  may seem unusual, but it is possible to derive 
and develop all of quantum field theory on this basis. 
This is not the Eucl idean length but rather a Minkowskian length in a 
space of s ignature (-+...+). 
The Hami l tonian formal ism with constraints has been developed by Dirac 
(1950). 
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Of course, we are more used to a formulat ion in terms of second quantization, 
i.e. involving quantum fields, but the merits of the above method have been 
recognized only recently in connect ion with str ing theories where the analog 
of the second quantized formulat ion is still being developed. 
The classical physics of strings can be descr ibed in an analogous fashion. The 
basic object is now a string, that is an extended object, rather than a point. 
During its motion, it sweeps out a "world-sheet" rather than a world-l ine. To 
parametr ize this world sheet, we need an extra parameter • which conventio- 
nal ly is taken to lie in the interval [0,~]. Hence the motion is completely 
descr ibed by the functions x~=x~(~,T). Strings come in two varieties, namely 




Fig. S. Open and closed strings. 
Again the dimension of the embedding space R ° is left arbitrary for the mo- 
ment; it will, however, be restr icted in the quantized theory in contrast to 
the case of the point particle. To describe the dynamics of the string, we 
again make the simplest choice, namely (Nambu, 1970) 
S = "Sur face  Area"  
1 f )2 ~2x,2 d~d~ (2 4) 2~'  ¢(~X' - 
where ~ • ax~ x ~' m ax~ ~ , ~ and the parameter ~' has dimension [mass] -2 = 
(of d imension [cm] -2) is cal led the str ing tension. =[cm]+2; the quant i ty 2~'  
The expression (2.4) is invariant under reparametr izat ions ~ --~ ~'(~,T), 
--~ T'(~,~); the posit iv i ty of the integrand means that the str ings moves no 
faster than at the speed of l ight at any of its points. The reparametr izat ion 
invariance of (2.4) plays an even more important role than in the case of a 
point particle. In particular, it allows us to choose an "orthonormal" gauge 
where 
~a + x,2 = 0 , ~.x' = 0 (2.5) 
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(2.5) s imply  means  the fo l lowing:  if we cover  the wor ld  sheet by a mesh of 
l ines, the l ines  of constant  u and 7 wi l l  in tersect  at r ight  angles  every= 
where,  see Fig.4. .  
t 
x ) 
Fig.4. The or thonormal  gauge. 
At this point,  one can a l ready  see why two-d imens iona l  sur faces (and therefore  
str ings)  are so spec ia l  as opposed  to h igher  d imens iona l  ob jects  (corres- 
pond ing  to membranes ,  etc.) .  The gauge choice (2.5) does not f ix the gauge 
complete ly ,  but there is a huge res idua l  invar iance  which  preserves  (2.5)! To 
f ind it, we use 
@x # ax p au' @x ~ @r' - -  = + - -  _ _  
Ox ~ Ox p Ou '  Ox # 07 '  
07 0~'  OT ~7 '  07  
(2.6) 
and requ i re  that (2.5) be va l id  a lso in terms of the new coord inates  (~',T'). 
A f ter  a l i t t le  ca lcu lat ion,  one f inds that this impl ies  
- -  = - -  ( 2 . 7 )  
Ynt roduc ing  complex  var iab les  Z~+iT ,  Z'=U'(~,T)  + i7' (~,7) =f(z),  we see that 
(2.7) is equ iva lent  to (~u- iT )  
0fa__~ = ~I [ 00_~ + ia---1 f (~ '7 )07  = 0 (2.8) 
Therefore ,  (2.7) is equ iva lent  to the we l l -known Cauchy  R iemann equat ions  tel -  
l ing us that f(z) is an ana lyt ic  funct ion.  Now, the set of ana ly t ic  funct ions  
const i tu tes  a huge c lass of t rans format ions  of the complex  plane, or, more ge-  
nera l ly ,  of a two-d imens iona l  sur face (possibly w i th  handles  and holes) .  This  
c lass  is much larger  than the cor respond ing  set of conformal  t rans format ions  
in d imens ions  h igher  than two s imply  because there is no analog of ana ly t ic  
funct ion  theory  in h igher  d imens ions .  There, the conformal  t rans format ions  a r e  
g iven  by a f in i te  set of funct ions.  In more techn ica l  terms, for D>2, the con- 
formal  t rans format ions  (which preserve  angles and distances)  form the Lie-  
g roup  SO(D,2) wh ich  is generated  by f in i te ly  many t rans format ions  whereas,  for 
D=2, the group  of ana ly t ic  t rans format ions  has in f in i te ly  many generators ,  see 
(I.I). 
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Appl icat ion of the canonical Hamil tonian formal ism to the Lagrangian that one 
extracts from (2.4) leads to the same dif f icult ies as for the point particle: 
owing to the reparametr izat ion invariance of (2.4) the canonical momenta are 
constrained (there are now inf initely many of them, one corresponding to each 
x#(~)). Rather than discuss this in detail  (see however Scherk, 1975) we now 
proceed direct ly to the equations of motion that fol low from (2.4). To be able 
to drop surface terms, we impose the fol lowing boundary condit ions 
x'(0) = x'(~) = 0 (open string) 
(2 .9)  
x(0) = x(~). (closed string) 
Varying (2.4) d irect ly leads to some rather complicated equations which can be 
considerably s impl i f ied by use of (2.5). In this gauge, the equation of motion 
of the str ing is nothing but the free wave equation in two dimensions, namely 
~ - x °'~ = 0 .  (2 .10)  
6 
This is now easy to solve; we get 
1 ~ e-i,~ XP(~'T) = qP + P#~ + ~o n ~" cosn~ (2.11) 
for the open str ing and 
i 1 {a~ e, zi"(r-~) + ~ e -21"(T+~)} (2.12) 
for the closed string. In both (2.11) and (2.12), the term qP + p~r describes 
the center of mass motion of the string. The other modes descr ibe its internal 
motions (vibrations). Note that the closed str ing contains twice as many modes 
as the open str ing corresponding to the left and right moving waves on the 
string. 
To incorporate the constraints (2.5), we note that for the open str ing (=~.p#) 
~P ± x '~ = ~ a~ e -i"(r±a) (2.13) 
=-  
and  therefore (2.5) is equivalent to 
(3 z x') a = 2 ~ L.e -Im(T±=) = 0 (2.14) 
m 
where we have def ined the Fourier modes 
1 (215) L m • ~ ~"#" 
Thus, (2.5) holds if Lm=0 for all m. For the closed string, there is another 
Lm associated with the W-modes. It is instruct ive to analyze the Lo constraint 
a l itt le further; we have 
= p2 • 
n=l  
6 We put 2~' = 1 from now on. 
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This is the str ing analog of (2.3); owing to the inf initely many internal 
excitations, the mass of the str ing can assume inf initely many values such 
that a part icu lar  mass is associated with a part icular  v ibrat ional  excitat ion 
of the string. From (2.16) it might appear that M 2 = - p2 is not posit ive due 
to the indef in i teness of the Minkowski  metric. However, this is a gauge arti-  
fact as we wil l  see below. 
11 
Instead of just imposing the constraints Lm=0 on the system, one may alterna- 
t ively el iminate all unphysical  degrees of freedom. For this purpose, one in- 
troduces l ight cone coordinates 
± 1 i x s ~-~ {x ° ± X °-*} , x [i = 1 ..... D-2} (2.17) 
where x i are the transverse coordinates. One can then show (see e.g. Scherk, 
1975) that the residual gauge invariance of (2.5) is ent irely f ixed by putt ing 
x+(~,T) = q+ + p+T (2.18) 
i.e. gauging to zero all the ~ excitations. Subst i tut ing (2.18) into (2.5), 
we can solve for x-(~,T) 
1 ~ cosm~ e -ImT x-(~,T) = q- + p-r + i = ~o m (2.19) 
m 
_t  
where the a s are now expressed as functions of the transverse excitat ions 
2p+ .=-= ~m-. ~,. (2.20) 
Observe  that, up to the factor p+', ~ is just l ike L M in (2.15) but with the 
sum ranging only over transverse indices. Furthermore putt ing h~ = 0 in (2.16) 
we see that (2.16) now reads 
M 2 p2 2 ~ i i 
= - = ~-, a, (2 .16 ' )  = n!  
which is mani fest ly  posit ive. All physical  degrees of freedom are now contai- 
ned in the transverse osci l lat ions (and the center of mass coordinates and mo- 
menta). To understand why this is true one must invest igate the theory in more 
detai l  but even without doing so, the analogy with e lectrodynamics may be 
helpful. There, the e lectromagnet ic  potential  or photon field A~(x) has four 
components. In momentum space, one may decompose these components into time- 
like, longitudinal  and transverse ones with respect to the momentum four-vec- 
tor of the photon. Owing to gauge invariance, only the transverse components 
of the e lectromagnet ic  potent ial  carry physical  information while the other 
components are gauge degrees of freedom. In str ing theories, the conformal 
t ransformations take over the role of gauge invariance in that they may be 
used to el iminate the t imel ike and longitudinal  components of the string. This 
analogy shows that the importance of conformal invariance in str ing theories 
can not be overemphasized.  
PPb,'P-B 
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3.QUANTIZATION, CRITICAL DIMENSION AND SPECTRUM 
String theories possess some very remarkable propert ies which reveal themsel-  
ves only after quantization. The most remarkable one is that str ing theories 
can be consistent ly  quantized only in certain crit ical d imensions (recall that 
there were no such restr ict ions for the relat iv ist ic  point part ic le which can 
be quant ized in any dimension). Furthermore, in the bosonic str ing theories, 
quant izat ion forces the groundstate of the str ing to be a tachyon - a part ic le 
of imaginary mass that travels faster than light. Obviously, neither of these 
propert ies was especial ly welcome to the physic ists who tried to describe ha- 
dronic physics with str ing theories, but nowadays, with a completely changed 
perspective, one tends to view these features as virtues rather than as short- 
comings of the theory. Moreover, in superstr ing theories, the tachyon disap- 
pears and the cr it ical  d imension is lowered. 
The most powerful  approach to quant ize str ing theories is through functional 
integral methods (Polyakov, 1981). This method is well  suited to compute high- 
er order "radiative" correct ions but it is technical ly demanding and requi- 
res an int imate knowledge of advanced mathematics such as Riemann surface 
theory. For this reason, we wil l  not dwell on this topic but rather stick to 
the more convent ional  approach (which also has its pitfal ls!).  In the fore- 
going section, it has been explained that the re lat iv ist ic  str ing behaves in 
many ways l ike an ordinary v io l in string. Apart from the constraint (2.5), it 
sat isf ies a free two-dimensional  wave equation (2.10) which can be easi ly sol- 
ved, see (2.11) and (2.12). The motion is descr ibed through the modes =~ (or 
and ~ ) which are just ordinary harmonic osci l lators.  It is therefore not Gm 
surpr is ing that, after a canonical  treatment (see e.g. Scherk, 1975), the 
quant ized str ing is a col lect ion of inf initely many harmonic osci l lators.  More 
become creation operators for m<0 and annih i lat ion precisely, the modes =m 
operators for m>0 which are subject to the commutat ion relat ions 
v , (~)+ ~m (3.1) [~m,~n ] = m~m+n, ° ~v = 
The center of mass coordinates and momenta obey the usual commutat ion rela- 
tions 
[q~,pV] = iw~u (3.2) 
The Fock space H of the theory is the product of the single harmonic osci l la-  
tor Hi lbert spaces and consists of all states of the form 
# = ~ =~r l0 ,k )  (3.3) 
r 
The groundstate 10,k> has momentum k and is annihi lated by all osci l lators ~ 
with m>l. Consequently,  all other expressions now become "operator-valued". 
For instance, (2.15) is now an operator in H. However, some care must be ex- 
ercised because, unl ike the classics] expressions, these operators may cease 
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to be wel l -def ined.  In particular,  the sum over the osci l lator vacuum energies 
diverges l ike ~ ~ n as one can easi ly ver i fy by computing the vacuum expec- 
tat ion value of Lo. To avoid this problem, one modif ies all potent ia l ly  il l- 
def ined operators by moving the annih i lat ion operators to the right; this 
amounts to subtract ing off all infinit ies. This procedure is referred to as 
"normal ordering" and denoted by semicolons. For instance, we have 
1 .~ :h . .  := l ~ + ~.~.  • 
Lo (3.4) = 
=- -w n=l  
such that (01Lol0> is now wel l -def ined. The normal order ing leads to a very 
important modi f icat ion in the algebra of the Lm-operators which now reads 
(a der ivat ion of the extra term is given in Scherk, 1975) 
D 
[Lm,L.] = (m-n)Lm+ . + ~ m(m 2 -i) 6m+n,O (3.5) 
The "central term" in (3.5) may be viewed as an "anomaly": with it, the Lm's 
no longer generate the algebra of conformal transformations (l.2).The new con- 
tr ibut ion in (3.5) is the source of all the pecul iar i t ies  that d ist inguish the 
quant ized str ing from its c lassical  counterpart.  To restore conformal invari-  
ance,we are forced to a part icu lar  value of D and to a tachyonic ground state. 
An obvious problem is already raised by the relat ion (3.1). Choosing the time- 
0 OO=_ le  l ike excitat ion a m and remembering ~ we can easi ly calculate the norm of 
the state h~ml0,k> (m>0) 
, 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 
<0,kl~ m ~-ml0,k> = <0,kl[~m,~-m]10,k> = - m < 0 (3.6) 
which is negative! This result is incompatib le with the usual lore of quantum 
mechanics where the norm of a state is interpreted as a probabi l i ty  which 
should be posit ive. We must therefore devise a method to get rid of these "ne- 
gat ive norm states". The clue to the solut ion is conformal invariance, and it 
is analogous to the solut ion of a related problem in quantum electrodynamics,  
see also the remarks at the end of section 2. There, the t imel ike component of 
the photon leads to a negat ive norm state but this state can be el iminated by 
a gauge transformation. One can do this either by imposing a gauge condit ion 
on physical  states, in which case one has to prove that no negat ive norm sta- 
tes are left, or by going to a l ight cone gauge which contains only the trans- 
verse photon components. In the second case, there are evidently no negat ive 
norm states, but one must show by expl ic it  computat ion that Lorentz invariance 
is not violated. These two ways of e l iminat ing unphysical  states have their 
analogs in str ing theory but here, the framework is much more restr ict ive. 
Let us f irst discuss the method of def in ing the physical  states by con- 
straints. In the classical  theory, we have the constraint  (2.5) which is equi- 
valent to Lm=0 for all m. It is easy to see, however, that we cannot impose Lm 
to vanish on the physical  states for all m. Namely, insert ing (3.5) between 
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two physical  states would lead to a contradict ion immediately because of the 
"anomaly". Rather, as in the Gupta-Bleuler  formulat ion of quantum electrodyna-  
mics, one must relax this condit ion by imposing this requirement only for "po- 
sit ive frequency" operators, that is 
Lmlphys> = 0 for m ~ 1 (3.7) 
For Lo, one must al low for an extra shift  
[Lo -a (0 )} Iphys> = 0 (3.8) 
where the intercept a(0) must be determined from the consistency requirement. 
+ 
Because of L- m = L m, (3.7) implies 
<physlLmlphys'> = 0 for all m=0 (3.9) 
so, in the classical  limit, we recover (2.5). 
The problem is now the following. By imposing (3.7) and (3.8), we single out a 
subspace Hph,s of the full Hi lbert  space H spanned by the states (3.3). Under 
what condit ions can one prove that Hphgs is free of negative norm states ? The 
answer to this quest ion can only be given after a lengthy argument which we 
wil l  not reproduce here (Brower, 1972; Goddard and Thorn, 1972; Goddard et al. 
1973). It turns out that things work out only if 
D = 26 , ~(0) = 1 (3.10) 
Assuming a(0) = 1, one can make the fol lowing p lausib i l i ty  argument for the 
emergence of the number D = 26. Consider the fol lowing state for arbitrary D 
t = [~ i  a-,~ + Ak~ a~2 + B(k~ a~t) ' ]10,k> (3.11) 
and impose the physical  state constraints (3.7) and (3.8) on t. It is actual ly 
suff ic ient to consider only the operators 
Lo = ½ p2 + ~-,a,  + ~-a~2 + ... 
L, = pa: + ~-,~2 + -.- (3.12) 
1 2 
L2 = ~ =, + P~2 + ..- 
as the higher mode osci l lators annihi late the state (3.11), and Ls=[Li,L,]  
etc. (Lo-l)t=0 leads to k2=-2, whi le the L, and L2 constraints lead to 
A = D- I  B = D+4 (3.13) 
5 ' 10 
The norm of the state t for arbitrary D is 
(26 - D)(D - i) (3.14) <t l t )  
Thus, <tlt> < 0 for D > 26 in which case Hphy , contains negat ive norm states 
and there is no hope of consistent ly  quant iz ing the theory. For Di26, It) is a 
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zero norm state which does not correspond to a physical  excitat ion (like the 
state with equal ly  many t imel ike and longitudinal  photons in quantum electro- 
dynamics) and a consistent quantum theory exists. For D(26, a consistent theo- 
ry may exist but would contain extra states.A l though the above argument proves 
the inconsistency for D>26, it is, of course, not the whole story, but we hope 
at least that it gives the reader an idea as to where the number 26 comes 
from. 
An al ternat ive apprach to quant izat ion is by solving the constraints first as 
• i in (2.19) and expressing everything through the transverse osci l lators =m- In 
this case, all operators which were responsible for the occurrence of nega- 
tive norm states have d isappeared and unitar i ty is manifest. On the other 
hand, mani fest  Lorentz invariance has been lost and one must check expl ic i t ly  
whether it can be restored. After a tedious calculation, one recovers the con- 
dit ions (3.10) and therefore the two approaches are entirely equivalent (God- 
dard st al., 1973). 
The l ight-cone gauge is actual ly somewhat more convenient to descr ibe the phy- 
sical spectrum of str ing theories as it contains no unphysical  operators. Ta- 
k ing into account the shift by ~(0) = I, the quantum analog of the mass formu- 
la (2.16') is 
½M2 ~ • t .  i = a-,a n - I. (3.15) 
n=l  
Unl ike in (2.16'), where M 2 varies continuously, M 2 has only integer values in 
the quantum theory. The lowest state 10,k> has no osci l lator excitations, and 
therefore M 2= -I. The next state is =!110,k>, which has M2=0. Since this state 
has only transverse excitations, it is l ike the photon. Cont inuing in this 
fashion, one obtains the fol lowing states ordered according to increasing mass 
TABLE I. Open String Spectrum 
M 2 = -2 10,k> Tachyon 
M ~ I = 0 ~_,10,k> "Photon" 
M 2 = 2 a-1~-110,k) Massive "Spin-2" 
a!210,k> Excitat ion 
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The spectrum of the closed str ing can be analyzed in a similar fashion. We ha- 
ve already mentioned that there are twice as many osci l lators in this case. 
The condit ion that there should be no dist inguished point on the closed str ing 
leads to an addit ional constraint on the physical  states, namely (in the 
l ight-cone gauge) 
' • t • | - t  - t  
[~-.~m - =-.an] Iphys> = 0 (3.16) 
n:=1 
i.e. the number of unbarred and barred excitat ions must be the same. The mass 
formula for the closed str ing is 
M 2 i | --! --| = . (=- .=.  + ~- .=. )  - 2 (3 .17)  
n=2 
and the  lowest  s ta te  i s  there fore  aga in  a tachyon .  Because  o f  (3 .16)  ne i ther  
o f  the  s ta tes  = i ,10 ,k> or  ~±~J0 ,k> be longs  to  the  phys ica l  spect rum.  The  next  
state is therefore 
~'J = ~!,~!,10,k> (3.18) 
which is massless because of (3.17). One can decompose #ij into irreducible 
parts according to 
#'J = 9~ 'j) + 6'Jga + ~ ' J ]  (3.19) 
where #~iJ) is symmetric and traceless in (ij), and #~ij] is ant isymmetric 
in [ij]. A symmetric traceless two-index tensor describes a spin-2 part ic le 
(at least in 4 dimensions).  It was this coincidence that inspired Scherk and 
Schwarz (1974) to make the ident i f icat ion 
#~'J) = "Graviton". (3.20) 
(The state ~a is referred to as "dilaton".) One of the remarkable things about 
str ing theory is that the existence of this "graviton" is a predict ion rather 
than an input: even if one starts with open strings, which contain only a 
"photon", the "graviton" arises as an intermediate state. One is therefore 
inevitably forced to include gravity in the unif ication; there is no consis- 
tent str ing theory without gravity! 
Before passing on, we make two further comments on the open str ing spectrum of 
table I (similar remarks apply to the closed str ing spectrum). Al though we 
have not explained the notion of "spin" in 26 dimensions, it is evident from 
the table that there is a correlat ion between M 2 and the "spin". In fact, a 
plot reveals that the states lie on so-cal led "Regge-trajector ies" see Fig.5. 
below. (There are also many "daughter trajectories" which are not shown.) 
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Fig.5. Open String spectrum. 
Such "Regge-traJector ies" were in fact observed in the sixties in the form of 
mesonic and baryonic resonances. In the modern interpretation, of course, the 
higher excited states on these trajector ies have masses of the order of 
10~gGev and are therefore unobservable. 
A second noteworthy feature of the string spectrum is the enormous increase 
in the number of states as one goes to higher and higher values of M 2 . One can 
show that the number of states n(M) at a given mass level M 2 asymptot ical ly  
grows like 
n(M) ~ const.[M~] ~ exp[~o] (3.21) 
where a depends on the dimension and Mo is related to the fundamental scale 
(~,)-i/2 of the theory (i.e. 1GeV for hadronic physics and 10~gGeV for gravi-  
tational physics). Insert ing (3.21) into the usual formula for the free ener- 
? 
gY 
F(T) = -kT log[ ~ n(M)exp I- E(M)) --~--j ] (3.22) 
we see that the sum diverges at the crit ical temperature 
kTcr| ~ = Mo (3.23) 
This result indicates that, at this temperature, a phase transit ion takes 
place. A natural interpretat ion is that, 'at T = Tcri~, the str ing "breaks up ''8 
Actually, this formula should also include an integral over all 26-dimen- 
sional momenta, but its omission does not affect our main conclusion. 
In fact, in the old days, the interpretat ion was sl ightly different. It 
was assumed that when one tries to heat hadronic matter beyound Tcri~, it 
cooled down again by "boi l ing off" mesons, etc. Since therefore Tcri~ is 
a sort of u l t imate temperature, it was sometimes referred to as "hell 's 
temperature" (Hagedorn, 1968). 
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into its constituents, e.g. quarks and gluons, which then form a plasma for 
T > Tcri~ . At present, one does not understand what happens when a 
gravitat ional  str ing is heated beyond Tcrit and what its const i tuents could 
be. Perhaps, these are indications of a theory beyond string theory. 
4.SPINNING STRINGS, SUPERSTRINGS AND HETEROTIC STRINGS 
There is one obvious defect of the str ing theory discussed so far: it descri-  
bes only bosons. In 1971, Ramond, and Neveu and Schwarz proposed new models in 
an attempt to remedy this defect. Both models share the feature that, in 
addit ion to the str ing coordinate XP(~,~), they contain its fermionic part- 
ner A~(~,T) whose modes satisfy ant icommutat ion relations rather than commu- 
tation relations. One can visual ize this by attaching a fermion to every point 
on the world sheet. The mode expansion of the fermionic f ield A~(~,~) is quite 
9 
analogous to (2.11) and (2.12) and is given by 
xP(~±~) = ~ dE e -I"(~±T) (4.1) 
n£Z 
in the Ramond sector and 
x~(~±7) = ~ b~ e -Ir(~±7) (4.2) 
rSZ+ ~ 
2 
in the Neveu-Schwarz sector. A signif icant di f ference between (4.1) and (4.2) 
is that the osci l lators in (4.1) are integer-moded (n=... , -2,-1,0,1,2 .... ) 
whereas they are hal f - integer moded (r=.. . , -3/2,-1/2,1/2,3/2 .... ) in (4.2). 
The ant icommutat ion relat ions are 
{d~,d~} = 6.+,,o n "u 
(4.3) 
v 
For m=n=0, we obtain {do,do} = w ~w which means that d~ is like a T-matrix: it 
implies that the groundstate is a fermion in space-time. On the other hand, no 
such pecul iar i ty occurs in the Neveu-Schwarz sector whose groundstate is a bo- 
son. Since both d~ and b~ behave like vectors under space-t ime Lorentz trans- 
formations, the spacetime statist ics is not changed by the action of the os- 
ci l lators on the groundstate, end therefore the Ramond spectrum contains only 
fermions and the Neveu-Schwarz spectrum contains only bosons. It may seem pa- 
radoxical at f irst sight that, although we started with two dimensional  fermi- 
onic operators, the result ing spectrum in the embedding spacetime may consist 
of either bosons or fermions. However, it is wel l -known among the experts (Co- 
leman, 1975; Mandelstam, 1975) that, in two dimensions, bosons and fermions 
To be precise, A ~ is a two-dimensional  fermion and thus should have two 
components. The Dirac equation in two dimensions and the boundary condi- 
tions imply that the upper (lower) component are given by the same func- 
tion f(~+T) (or f(v-~)), and therefore we write out only one component, 
see Scherk (1975}. 
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are equ iva lent ,  and there fore  the two-d imens iona l  s ta t i s t i cs  impl ies  noth ing  
about  the s ta t i s t i cs  in space- t ime.  From the above remarks,  it fo l lows that 
the space- t ime s ta t i s t i cs  depends  only  on the "modedness"  of the osc i l la tors ,  
or, more  prec ise ly ,  on the boundary  cond i t ions  obeyed by A~! 
To study the spect rum of these models,  we swi tch  aga in  to the l ight -cone  gau-  
ge. The mass  fo rmulas  for the open sp inn ing  s t r ings  are g iven  by 
½M' i i i = . =-.  ~. + ~ nd!. d. (4.4) = n * n=1 
i n  the  Ramond sector  and  by  
½M 2 ~ . ,  .i ~ i 1 = ~-, ~, + rb!r b r (4.5) 
,=, ~= /2 2 
in the Neveu-Schwarz  sector.  In the Ramond sector  the groundstate  is a fe rmion  
wh ich  fu r thermore  obeys the D i rac  equat ion  (we wi l l  not der ive  this here, see 
e.g. Scherk  (1975) for a more deta i led  d i scuss ion) ;  this g roundstate  has no 
fur ther  exc i ta t ions  and is there fore  mass less  by (4.4). The groundstate  in the 
Neveu-Schwarz  sector  has M2=- I /2  and is aga in  a tachyon.  The mass va lues  are 
obta ined  by cons iderat ions  s imi la r  to the ones that led to (3.10). In addi -  
t ion, the va lue of the c r i t i ca l  d imens ion  is lowered  to 
D = I0 (4.6) 
for sp inn ing  s t r ings  (again, the ca lcu la t ion  requ i red  to prove this  is very  
ted ious  and wi l l  not he reproduced  here, see e.g. Green and Schwarz,  1981).  
The exc i ted  s tates  are s imply  obta ined  by act ing  w i th  the osc i l l a to rs  on the 
ground state. In the Neveu-Schwarz  sector,  this p rocedure  leads to the fol -  
lowing  table  
TABLE 2. Neveu-Schwarz  Spect rum 
M 2 = - 1 10,k> Tachyon 
M 2 = 0 b i ¢0 k> "Photon" 
! 
2 
M 2 = + 1 
M2 = + 2 
b i b ~ I0 k> 
i ] ' 
2 2 
i 10,k> -i 
b i b j b k 10,k> 
1 ! i 
2 2 2 
b i ~J 10,k> 
i - i  
2 
b i 10,k> 
3 
2 
Mass ive  "Spin-2"  
Exc i ta t ion  
etc. 
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In the Ramond-sector,  we obtain 
TABLE 3. Ramond Spectrum* 
M 2 = 0 
M 2 = 2 
0,k> Massless Fermion 
i 0 k> 
d r 0 k> 
etc. 
Massive "Spin-~ " 
Excitat ion 
* 10,k> is a spinor wave function. 
It was not unti l  1976 that ~t was recognized that, by combining these two 
spectra in a suitable way, a supersymmetr ic  spectrum could be obtained in ten 
dimensions i.e. a spectrum containing equal ly many bosons and fermions at each 
mass- level  (Gliozzi, Scherk and Olive, 1976). The clue was the elimi- 
nat ion of half of the states in each sector. Obviously, we must el iminate all 
states of half integer M 2 in the Neveu-Schwarz sector since these cannot have 
fermionic partners in the Ramond sector where M 2 assumes only integer values. 
This is equivalent to d iscarding all states created by an even number of 
b-osci l lators;  observe that the troublesome tachyon is also el iminated in this 
way! The truncation to states with an odd number of b-osci l lators is implemen- 
ted by the pro ject ion operator 
blrb~ 
= ½ [I - (-I) r=' /2 ]. (4.7) P,s 
Although it is not so obvious, a s imilar truncat ion is needed in the Ramond 
sector which is accompl ished by means of the project ion operator 
d-,d, 
1 75 P. = ~ [I - (-I) "=* ] (4.8) 
5 
where 7 is the ten-dimensional  analog of the usual 7~matrix. The supersymme- 
try of this truncated system at the massless level is easi ly checked: a "Majo- 
rana--Weyl-spinor" in D=I0 has eight real components which match with the eight 
components of the state b i -,/2 10,k>. To demonstrate that there is an equal 
number of bosons and fermions at each mass level requires the fol lowing 
"aequatio identica satis abstrusa" 
k_ { (1 ÷ - (1 2o i).} = 8 (1 + q2,). (4.9) 
2q 8=1 °=I  °=1 
which was already known to the German mathemat ic ian Jacobi in 1829! The above 
relat ion provides an example for the connection between str ing theories and 
rather deep mathematical  results. 
It may seem somewhat awkward to descr ibe the superstr ing by a truncation via 
(4.7) and (4.8) and to have to rely on identit ies such as (4.9) to make the 
supersymmetry of the spectrum explicit. It was this c i rcumstance and the desi-  
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re to explore superstr ing theory further that prompted Green and Schwarz in 
1981 to develop the so-cal led "new formalism". Instead of gluing together the 
Neveu-Schwarz and the Ramond sector and project ing out half of the states in 
both sectors, they replaced the osci l lators b~ and d~ by a single set of inte- 
ger moded ant icommuting osci l lators S~ which carry a spinor index a-I ..... 8 
rather than a vector index i and obey the ant icommuting relat ions (Green and 
Schwarz, 1981) 
(s.,so) = ~ 6.+,,o. (4.10) 
Because S a belongs to a spinor representat ion 8 c of SO(8), S~ transforms as a 
space-t ime spinor under transverse Lorentz rotations, and there are no appa- 
rent "paradoxes" any more with the space-t ime statist ics of the states• A 
drawback of this new formalism is that it works so far only in the l ight cone 
gauge. The quest ion of how to extend superstr ing theory "off-shell" is pre- 
sently under invest igat ion by many groups. 
It is quite stra ightforward to work out the spectrum of the superstr ing by 
means of the new formalism. Remembering that there is no tachyon any more, we 
can write the massless groundstate of the open superstr ing as 
li> ~ 8 v (vector representat ion of SO(8)) 
(4.11) 
la> ~ 8 s (spinor representat ion of SO(8)) 
where both indices i and a assume the values 1 ..... 8 and 8 v and 8 s are the 
usual designat ions for the eight-dimensional  vector and spinor representat ions 
of SO(8). One could alternat ively assign the spinor to the conjugate spinor 
representat ion of SO(8) which is denoted by 8 c or I~> Io. The excited states 
are obtained by acting on either li> or la> with either ~! m or S~ m. The super- 
symmetry is now manifest; for example, the first excited level contains the 
states 
128 Bosons: a!11j> and S~11b> 
(4.12) 
128 Fermions: a!, Ib> and S~IIJ>. 
One of the accompl ishments of Green and Schwarz (1981) was the demonstrat ion 
that one could construct the generators of the full Lorentz group SO(1,9) in 
ten dimensions out of just the transverse osci l lators am, S and the center of 
mass coordinates and momenta. 
Closed superstr ings can be constructed in complete analogy with the closed bo- 
sonic str ing discussed in section 3. One simply has to double the number of 
osci l lators and the groundstate so we now have bosonic osci l lators i -i , a m , a m • 
The group SO(8) is unique in that it has three inequivalent eight-dimen- 
sional representat ions.  This property is referred to as "trial ity" (see 
e.g. Slansky, 1981). 
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The groundstates are now obtained by decomposing the products 
Bosons li> L R lJ> R and la>~ Rlb> R 
(4.13) 
Fermions li> L i Ib>, and la> L ~ lj>, 
into irreducible components. In particular, (4.13) contains the fol lowing 
states 
"Graviton" = symmetric traceless part of li> L R lj> R 
(4.14) 
"Gravit ino" = 7-traceless parts of li>L R Ib>R and Ia>L g lj> R 
Thus, we have two gravit inos and, since the massless states form a supermult i -  
plet, it is no surprise that the full set of states (4.13) coincides with an 
N=2 supergravity mult iplet  in ten dimensions. Hence, in the same way as there 
is no closed str ing theory without gravity, there is no closed superstr ing 
theory without supergravity! 
We have already mentioned that one may al ternat ively assign the groundstate 
spinor to the conjugate representat iont  8 c of SO(8). In (4.13), both the left 
and r ight-moving spinors belong to the 8 s representat ion and the result ing 
theory is cal led "type I IB" .  To get the so-cal led "type II A" theory, one 
must assign these spinors to di f ferent representations, and in this case the 
groundstates are obtained from the products 
Bosons li>L B lj>, and ta> L R Ib>,  
(4.13') 
Fermions li> L R fb>, and la> L R lj>, 
Again, one gets an N=2 supergravity mult iplet  in this way. 
Both the "type II A" and the "type I IB"  superstr ing theory are one- loop fini- 
te and free of anomalies and therefore good candidates for a unif ied theory. 
However, there is another type of str ing theories with these properties, name- 
ly the heterotic str ing theories (Gross et al., 1984). These are hybrids of 
the bosonic str ing in 26 dimensions and the superstr ing in ten dimensions. The 
most general solut ion to the free wave equation (2.10) is a superposit ion of 
left -moving and r ight-movlng modes which only depend on ~-~ and ~+~, respec- 
tively, as is also evident from the closed str ing mode expansion (2.12). Since 
(2.10) contains no interactions, these do not interfere with each other and 
may therefore be chosen independently. The basic idea is now to take the left 
moving sector to be a superstr ing with states (8v) L and (Ss) L and the right 
moving sector to be a bosonic str ing and to obtain the states of the full 
theory by a mult ip l icat ion analogous to (4.13) and (4.14) but now with one 
half of the str ing in ten dimensions and the other in 26 dimensions. Absurd as 
though it may appear at f irst sight this idea does work! The crucial ingre- 
dient that makes it work is a "compacti f icat lon" of the 26-dimensional  part by 
which the momentum components k I with II • I • 26 become discrete. They are 
then no longer interpreted as momenta but rather as internal symmetry labels 
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such as isospin and strangeness quantum numbers. It is in this way that an in- 
ternal symmetry is generated out of a purely hosonic theory which contains no 
internal symmetry (Frenkel aqd Kac, 1980; Goddard and Olive, 1984). Consieten- 
11 
cy then forces these symmetry groups to be either S0(32) or E6 x Ea in 
accordance with the previously found restr ict ions from anomaly cancel lat ions. 
5. INTERACTING STRINGS 
So far we have descr ibed free str ing theories. Knowing the spectrum, one would 
also like to calculate scatter ing amplitudes and other quantit ies of interest. 
To do so, one must develop a formalism for interact ing strings. In this sec- 
tion, we wil l  very sketchi ly explain how this can be done, most ly by drawing 
pictures. It is a rather demanding task to translate these pictor ial  represen- 
tations of interact ing strings into some kind of calculat ional  scheme, and any 
attempt at a more detai led explanat ion would go far beyond the l imitations of 
this article. The interested reader is referred to (Mandelstam, 1973; 1974; 
Cremmer and Gervais, 1974) for further detai ls of the formalism. The essential  
result is that str ing interact ions are very restr icted and almost unique. 
To understand the basic idea, it is useful to go back once more to the relat i -  
vist ic point part ic le which was discussed in section 2. Its interact ions can 
be very simply represented as spl i t t ing of world- l ines as in Fig. 6 below. 
t 
x 
Fig.6. Interact ions of the relat iv ist ic  point particle. 
It is very important that, for the relat iv ist ic  point particle° there are es- 
sent ial ly no l imitat ions on such interactions: the world line may split at any 
of its point and branch off into arbitrar i ly many new world- l ines. The mathe- 
matical  descr ipt ion of such an interact ion is through a vertex 
vCx~¢. , -o~,x~¢~-o~ . . . . .  x~¢.,-o~} = , , (x~¢, .o ) -X~¢. , -o~)  . . .  , ,Cx~o(-,-o)-X~,¢,.o~) (~.1~ 
where the world line of an incoming part ic le (parametrized by x~(T)) splits up 
into the world lines of n part ic les (parametrized by x~(~) ..... x~(T)) at the 
11 
i.e. modular invariance (only for experts). 
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interaction time T'TO. A "radiative correction" is obtained by splitting a 
world-llne and joining the pieces at a later time, see Fig. 7.. In fact, these 
pictures are nothing but ordinary Feynman diagrams, and the knowledgable rea- 
der will recall that it is not completely straightforward to translate these 





Fig.7. A one-loop correction for the relativistic point particle. 
At this level of the discussion, the interactions of strings are quite similar 
to the point particle interactions. Strings interact by touching at one point 
and joining into a single string: for the open string, the interaction point 
is always the boundary point while for the closed string the point of contact 




Fig.8. Interactions of open and closed strings. 
A rather important point here is that although these are interactions between 
extended objects, the interaction itself is local: the instantaneous interac- 
tion takes place at one point only. The locality postulate rules out processes 
such as in Fig.9. 
X 
Fig.9. A forbidden interaction. 
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One can now associate a mathemat ica l ly  wel l -def ined "vertex-operator" with 
such an interaction; it is essent ia l ly  a str ing overlap 6-function analogous 
to (5.1). In terms of the invidual states of the str ing theory (parts of which 
are shown in the tables), one gets inf initely many point part ic le interact ions 
whose complexity increases with increasing "spin". It is especial ly instruc- 
tive to calculate the three-point interact ions between the massless excita- 
tions of the open and closed bosonic strings, respectively. These point parti-  
cle interact ion vert ices turn out to coincide with the "three-gluon" vertex of 
Yang Mil ls theory (Neveu and Scherk, 1972) in the case of the open str ing and 
with the "three-graviton" vertex of Einstein's general relat ivity theory in 
the case of the closed str ing (Scherk and Schwarz, 1974). This means that 
(i) Ordinary Yang Mil ls theories are contained in the open bosonic string 
theory, and 
(ii) E instein's relat iv i ty theory is contained in the closed bosonic 
str ing theory. 
In a sense, one could have foreseen this result: the only consistent theories 
of massless part ic les of spin-I and spin-2, respectively, are Yang-Mi l ls  theo- 
ries and Einstein's general relativity, respect ively (the gauge- invar iance 
is absolutely necessary to el iminate unwanted hel ic i ty states). Nonetheless, 
the reader should pause at this point to appreciate the implications 
of this result. After all, the massless states are only a tiny part of the 
whole str ing spectrum, and one may therefore anticipate the existence of a 
much bigger symmetry which contains either ordinary gauge symmetries or gene- 
ral coordinate invariance as "the tip of the iceberg". It is one of the most 
fascinat ing problems of str ing theory what this huge symmetry might be and 
whether there is a general izat ion of the pr inciple of equivalence that 
encompasses the postulates of general relativity. 
Similar remarks apply to superstr ings whose interact ions are also given by 
over lap 6-functions (Mandelstam, 1974; Green and Schwarz, 1983). However, 
these are now harder to visual ize and we wil l  therefore refrain from drawing 
further diagrams. As before, one may calculate the point like interact ions 
between massless particles. The result is that 
(iii) Ordinary supersymmetr ic Yang Mil ls theories are contained in the 
open superstrings, and 
(iv) Supergravity is contained in the closed superstr ing theory. 
It is now obvious why superstr ing theory has completely absorbed the once 
thriving f ield of supergravity 12. 
To be sure, there is one supergravity theory that does not fit into str ing 
theory, namely the maximal ly  extended d=11 supergravity (Cremmer, Jul ia and 
Scherk, 1978). 
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Finally, radiat ive corrections can be discussed along similar lines. They cor- 
respond to first spl i tt ing and rejoining strings, see Fig.10. 
) 
x 
Fig.10. A one-loop correct ion for the closed bosonic string. 
The number of' loops is equal to the number of holes in the wor ld-surface of 
the string. Possible divergences appear when the diameter of such a hole 
shrinks to zero or when the surface is "pinched"; this is somewhat analogous 
to the divergences that appear in Feynman graphs when a loop shrinks to a 
point. Is is conjectured, although not proven so far that, in contrast to 
point part ic le theories, the one- loop f initeness of string theories implies 
their f initeness to all orders of perturbat ion theory. 
6.OUTLOOK 
Up to now, we have concentrated on the basic features of str ing theory, namely 
those that would be included in any introductory treatment of the subject. 
However, there are many more advanced topics and, of course, many open pro- 
blems. In this section we wil l  try to give the reader a flavor of what these 
are but natural ly our review wil l  be incomplete. The areas of current research 
can be roughly divided into two parts. The first consists of attempts to ex- 
tract physical ly  testable predict ions from superstr ing theory while the second 
centers on the under ly ing pr inciples of str ing theory. Let us begin with the 
first. 
As already mentioned, the theory currently thought to be most promising is the 
heterotic str ing with gauge group EsxE~ (Gross et al., 1985). Although there 
exist other versions of the heterotic string this theory is part icular ly 
attractive for phenomenology. The group E8 is the largest of the exceptional 
Lie-groups and is big enough to accomodate all known symmetries and particles; 
for this reason, it has already been considered for grand unif icat ion several 
years ago. Furthermore, the EsxE8 theory has chiral fermions and is free of 
anomalies (this is also true for the other heterotic theories as well as for 
the type I IB  theory). Thus, it offers the possibi l i ty of gett ing chiral fer- 
mions in four dimensions in the desired representat ions of SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1).  
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The way this is achieved in pract ice is related to the way in which the ten- 
d imensional  theory is compact i f ied to four dimensions. In the process of com- 
pact i f icat ion,  six dimensions are curled up to an "internal" mani fo ld  whose 
size is so small as to make it inaccessible to present day experiments (e.g. 
with diameter of the order of 10-S3cm). The number of chiral fermions which 
emerge in such a compact i f icat ion is related to topological  propert ies of the 
internal manifold, i.e. the number of its "holes" and "handles". This is an 
example of how qual i tat ive features of our low energy world, such as the num- 
ber of generations, may be l inked to topological  rather than metr ical  proper- 
ties of a uni f ied theory. 
In a current ly favored scenario (Candelas et al., 1985) the compact i f icat ion 
occurs on a "Calabi-Yau manifo ld '''S and the gauge group EaxE~ is broken accor- 
ding to 
Ea x Ea ~ G x Ea (6.1) 
where the residual gauge group G is a subgroup of E~. All observed part ic les 
(quarks, leptons, etc.) transform under G whereas the part ic les associated 
with E~ are almost completely decoupled from our known universe as they couple 
only gravitat ional ly.  The E~ part ic les const itute a "shadow world" (thus we 
may be s i t t ing in the middle of a "shadow mountain" without not ic ing it!). 
This is interesting, because invis ible "shadow matter" may account for the 
dark matter whose origin is sti l l  not understood by astrophysicists.  The ob- 
servable group G must sti l l  be further broken to the standard low energy group 
SU(3)cxSU(2)xU(1)y,  and it is here that things get murky. Since the actual 
dynamics of the theory is unknown, one has to make many assumptions at this 
point, and the outcome of any calculat ion depends to a great extent on the as- 
sumptions that were put in at the beginning. A second problem is that the com- 
pact i f icat ion on Calabi -Yau spaces is not unique; the number of solut ions is 
astronomical  and one can obtain almost any number of chiral generat ions depen- 
ding on the topology of the Calabi -Yau manifold. One would rather prefer to 
have a unique solut ion to descr ibe the compact i f icat ion to our four-dimensio-  
nal world. Another problem is that compact i f icat ion to four dimensions is in 
no way preferent ia l  in superstr ing theories (unlike in the case of d=ll super- 
gravity where four dimensions are preferred (Freund and Rubin, 1980)). It 
seems obvious that the solut ion to these problems will  require a lot more 
work. 
We next turn to the second area of problems having to do with quest ions of 
principle. Str ing theories possess many "miraculous" propert ies which were 
These mani fo lds are mathemat ica l ly  rather intr icate (and interesting) 
objects, but there is no room here to discuss them in further detail. 
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usual ly  found after long and arduous calculat ions especial ly in the early days 
of the subject. For instance, why does the massless state in the closed str ing 
theory behave like a graviton? We knQw that the only consistent theory of a 
massless spin-2 theory is Einstein's  theory of general relativity, so even if 
we start with a massless free spin-2 field and try to make it interact, we 
must eventual ly br ing in the full apparatus of Riemannian geometry. Of course, 
R iemannian geometry and the pr incip le of equivalence were Einstein's  points of 
departure, and it was only real ized afterwards that the graviton was a mass- 
less spin-2 particle. However, in str ing theories we lack both the analog of 
Riemannian geometry and a general ized pr inciple of equivalence, and so we must 
start from the other end. An indicat ion that this may be the "wrong" end to 
start from is that until now we are only able to describe the str ing motion in 
a f ixed (not necessar i ly  flat) spacetime background while the str ing itself 
contains the seeds of curved spacetimes with nontr iv ia l  topology and should 
therefore be descr ibed in a much more general way. It seems therefore that in 
order to proper ly descr ibe str ings one must dissolve the very not ion of space- 
time in the same way that quantum mechanics does away with the not ion of tra- 
jectory of an electron around the hydrogen atom. These conceptual problems are 
present ly  at the focus of research but is not clear how long it wil l  take to 
solve them. 
One attempt in this d irect ion is covariant str ing f ield theory (see e.j West 
(1986) for a recent review). The purpose here is to exhibit the invariances 
expl ic i t ly  which general ize ordinary gauge invar iance and invariance under 
general  coordinate transformations.  To i l lustrate the basic idea we introduce 
a "string functional" which associates a f ield with every str ing excitat ion 
according to 
, = [~(x) + A , (x )=-~ + . . . ]10>. 
The physical  state constraint L,# = 0 can be easi ly evaluated using 
LI = pv=[ + ... and the basic commutator (3.1). 
(6.2) 
0 = L ,# = (pv=[  + . . . )  (~ + A~=-~ + . . . )10> = (p~Au + . . . )  10).  (6 .3 )  
Hence, (6.3) implies the Landau gauge condit ion 
0~A~(x) = 0. (6.4) 
We can release this gauge condit ion by introducing a gauge invariance associa- 
ted with L-,. To do so, we define a "gauge parameter str ing functional" 
n = [w(x) + w,(x)=-~ + ...]IO>. (6.5) 
V Using L-I = pu=-, + .... we see that 
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6~ = (60 + 6Ap~-~ + ...)I0> = L -~ = (pva-t + ...)(w + w~a~~ + ...)I0> 
= (p#w~1 + .. .) I0> (6.6) 
contains the transformat ion rule 
6A~ = i0#w (6.7) 
which is just the ordinary gauge transformation of the electromagnetic poten- 
tial! From (6.6), we also see that L-I~ contains further transformations for 
the higher level f ields in the expansion (6.2) and therefore an inf inite tower 
of symmetries. But there is even more symmetry because there wil l  be similar 
transformations for all L- m with m • I. This expl ic it ly shows the "explosion" 
of symmetry in str ing theories which was al luded to in the introduction. 
The main task is now to work out the fully gauge invariant action, i.e. the 
str ing analog of F#~F ~ with F#v = a#A~ - 0~A#, first at the free level and 
then for the interact ing theory (which should in part icular contain the three- 
and four-gluon vertices), and to repeat this exercise for superstr ing theory. 
A great deal of progress has been made during the last year, although it is 
probably too early to tell whether the conceptual breakthrough can be achieved 
in this way. However, apart from such considerations, one may antic ipate that 
the formal ism wil l  be eventual ly useful in studying higher loop corrections 
and in f inding classical and/or nonperturbat ive solutions to str ing theory. 
A further quest ion of considerable interest is why there are already so many 
superstr ing theories ~4 that are ful ly consistent at the one- loop level (and 
presumably beyond) where one would be enough, and whether these theories are 
related. In (Freund, 1985; Casher et al., 1985; Englert, Nicolai and Schel- 
lekens, 1986), it has been suggested that all consistent superstr ing theories 
are just spontaneously broken versions of the purely bosonic D=26 string theo- 
ry which should therefore be viewed as the "Urtheorie". In fact, it has been 
establ ished there that superstr ings are contained in the bosonic str ing but 
the quest ion as to the dynamical  origin of this symmetry breaking remains 
open. Again, much work is needed to make progress. 
Finally, we should not close our eyes on the possibi l i ty  that the final str ing 
theory may not yet have been found or that there exists a theory "beyond su- 
perstr ings".  Whi le efforts in this direct ion have not borne fruit so far one 
may safely predict  that the coming years wil l  have some surprises in store 
which may change the course of theoretical  high energy physics and our percep- 
tion of it in unexpected ways. 
l a  
About ten at the time of writing. 
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